In this work the problem of characterizing matrix material structure from embedded electron spin decoherence is studied both theoretically and experimentally. Theoretical calculation using nuclear spin bath model and cluster correlation expansion method shows that the positions of decoherence time scale extremums among single crystal orientations of the matrix material coincide with those of the nearest neighbour proton dipolar couplings. This finding is confirmed by single crystal pulsed EPR experiment performed on γ-irradiated malonic acid (MA). Electron spin decoherence decay profile in polycrystalline matrix material is obtained from the orientation dependence as an average over sampled orientations on a Fibonacci grid. In addition, it is pointed out theoretically that a further removal of crystal ordering in the nuclear spin bath can reduce decoherence time scale from the polycrystalline value. This prediction is verified experimentally by the Hahn echo time decay scale in a new amorphous polymorph of MA, obtained for the first time by mechanical milling. Thus the embedded electron spin decoherence can be viewed as a quantitative indicator for studying structures and/or structure changes of the matrix material.
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The electron spin phase memory/decoherence decays in Hahn spin echo and its multiple pulse generalizations, the Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) (and, recently, the Uhrig) dynamical decoupling pulse sequences 1 , are essential part of the pulsed electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements 2 . On the other hand, the understanding of the decoherence decay itself (decay time T m and decay profile function(s)) has only taken a quantum leap forward in the last decade, when the quantum many body nuclear spin bath model 3 was developed for studying the decoherence profile of solid state quantum computer memory units (qubits) 4 . In this model an isolated central electron spin's coherence is reduced by the hyperfine coupling to many (10 2 − 10 4 ) surrounding nuclear spins, which are interacting with each other via dipolar couplings. The quantum many body dynamics of the nuclear spin bath model can be solved in two dedicative methods, the linked cluster expansion (LCE) 5 and the cluster correlation expansion (CCE) 6 . LCE utilizes a perturbative expansion over the nuclear dipolar coupling and particularly suitable for semiconductor qubits. CCE, on the other hand, employs a nonperturbative nuclear spin cluster based expansion and extends the applicability of the nuclear spin bath model considerably beyond just the semiconductors.
Combined with appropriate solving methods, the nuclear spin bath model has been proven to be highly successful in predicting the decoherence behavior of various systems directly from their structure inputs 4, 7, 8, 10 . It then becomes natural to consider the inverse problem: How to use the nuclear spin bath model framework to connect T m back to the structure of the matrix material and, if possible, turn the experimentally long known orientational variation of T m into a quantitative indicator for crystal structure and/or structure changes. This furnishes the main aim of this article.
In literature it has been pointed out theoretically that in phosphorous-silicon (P:Si) qubits 10 T m can extend significantly (> 2 times) when magnetic field is aligned to the crystal direction [111] , where the dipolar interaction between (all) nearest 29 Si nuclear spin pairs vanishes. Magnetic field orientation dependence was also used to resolve single 13 C pairs in nitrogen-vacancy (NV)-diamond system 11 . Two corollaries can be made from this observation: First, the maximum(s) of T m among magnetic field orientations reflect the crystal structure of the matrix material through the minimal allowable distance between nuclear spins in the bath. Second, if a structure modification can change the orientations and/or distances of the nearest nuclear spin pairs in the bath, it would influence central electron spin T m as well.
In this work we realize both aspects in γ-irradiated β-malonic acid (MA, Fig. 1 ), a traditional EPR benchmark material. MA is considered ideal for our study because its crystal lattice symmetry sets each of the first three nearest proton pair classes to be parallel to each other, which induces very interesting consequences as we will see below. The first corollary is observed in a single crystal rotation experiment. The second is proven by comparing the usual polycrystalline MA and a new, amorphous polymorph, obtained via mechanical milling amorphorization of polycrystalline MA.
Prior work on single crystal MA at a single orientation 7 has shown that the nuclear spin bath provides the main contribution to the electron spin decoherence decay in Hahn echo pulse sequence. We therefore first survey theoretically decoherence decays at various single crystal orientations using the nuclear spin bath model and CCE method. We choose to use the following spin bath Hamiltonian 3 : 12 with MA radical (next to the origin of the unit cell) embedded in: We assume the electron density is confined on the radical carbon atom (light blue) and neglect all structure differences between the radical and molecule other than the α-proton position. Far side shows the usual molecule chain with distances between protons in the first three closest pairs.
in which all symbols bear their usual meanings. Both the electron-nuclear spin hyperfine coupling E i and nuclear spin-nuclear spin couplings D ij are considered to be of the point-dipolar type, i.e.
where r i is the the coordinate of i-th proton in the bath. We consider the nuclear spin bath consisting of one MA radical 13 and 149 MA molecules, 599 protons in total. CCE till 4-clusters is caculated. A Fibonacci grid 14 with 251 points is used to sample the orientations. A heat map (Fig. 2) of T m values is generated by combining the Fibonacci grid and its inversion image to match MA crystal symmetry as the grid itself is not inversion invariant. 
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• to the nearest proton pair direction, long known as "magic angle" in magnetic resonances.) The minimal T m takes place along the nearest pair direction, where dipolar coupling maximizes. These features are in accordiance to those re- ported in a different (P:Si qubit) system 10 . Given the difference between P:Si (Fermi contact hyperfine coupling, weak nuclear spin coupling) and MA (dipolar hyperfine, strong nuclear spin coupling) systems, we consider the correspondence universal. More interestingly, the fluctuation of T m around the magic angle ring is found to be determined by the intersection with the magic angle rings of second and third closest pairs: A nearly triple intersection spot corresponds to the highest peak, while the other two slightly split ones to the pair of second highest peaks. In other words MA crystal structure actually allows all three types of closest pairs to be recorded by T m distribution.
By using Fibonacci grid survey we are also able to produce nuclear spin bath decay profile for the polycrystalline MA, which is obtained as a simple arithmetic average over sampling points on the grid, as each orientaion sample is approximately equally weighted in it 14 . Approximately 50 sampling points are found to be sufficient for consistent average. Since the polycrystalline decoherence decay profile is derived as an average over single crystal orientations, it is still controlled by the closest proton pair orientation of each. Therefore it becomes intriguing to see the consequence when MA becomes amorphous and such ordering is lost. For this purpose, decoherence decay profile of a radical-embedded amorphous MA is estimated using a "plastic crystal" geometry, in which each MA molecule rotates randomly on its lattice position in the β-phase. Bath model calculation then shows that the electron spin coherence in amorphous MA indeed decays much faster than polycrystalline, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Based on the theory predictions the following experiments are set up as tests:
The first experiment aims at the relative distribution of T m , i.e. directions of T m maximums and minimums. In this experiment the crystal orientation dependence of T m is measured for a γ-irradiated single crystal MA at 80 K with crystal rotating around three orthogonal axes: 1) a = c * × b, 2) c * = a × b and 3) b, as shown in Fig. 4 . At each orientation EPR spectrum detected via magnetic field sweep and Hahn echo signal time decay are collected. T m 's are calculated by fitting the recorded data as monoexponential decay.
In order to be compared with the experiment, theoretical bath model values of T m are rescaled by the following procedure: First, total decoherence decay profiles f total (t) are generated for various sampling orientations as products of the nuclear spin bath model profiles f bath (t) and an isotropic monoexponential decay f mono (t) = e − t τ put by-hand:
τ = 7.5 µs is chosen to scale the theoretical T m to the experiment. Isotropy ensures that peak positions remain the same. Finally, f total (t)'s are fitted monoexponentially to obtain rescaled T m 's. Experimental and computational results are then compared via the following independent calibration: At each sampling orientation, the resonance peak splitting is calculated using the g-and hyperfine tensor data from 16 . They are then matched with the magnetic field sweep data collected in the experiment. This procedure results in a very reasonable match between theory and experiment, with only ≤ 10
• miss for peak positions, and thus confirms the validity of the theoretical T m -orientation correspondence.
A second experiment focuses on comapring embedded electron spin decoherence in polycrystalline MA with a new polymorph which has the nearest pair alignment removed. After extensive tests it is found that MA can be amorphorized by mechanical milling with zirconium oxide (ZrO 2 ) addition. (See supporting information for details.) The Hahn echo decays of electron spins in polycrystalline and amorphous MA are then studied at 50 K. Both samples are γ-irradiated to create radical concentration of 4.4 × 10 17 cm −3 and 8 × 10 16 cm −3 respectively according to 17 . Electron spin Hahn echo in amorphous sample indeed decays much faster than in polycrystalline MA despite having lower concentration. The experimental results are compared with theoretical predictions in Fig. 3 . The actual decays are faster than the theoretical estimation, possibly due to the electron-electron spin interactions 9 .
As a brief discussion on the major findings of this work, we would like to point out the following: In this work the decoherence decay profile of embedded electron spin is thoroughly proven to be closely connected with the matrix material structure. The positions of T m extremums in single crystal MA is found to coincide with those of the nearest neighbour proton dipolar couplings up to the third closest pairs, first theoretically using nuclear spin bath model and CCE method and then confirmed by single crystal pulsed EPR experiment. Such mechanism then enables a direct connection between structures of the matrix materials and T m , making the latter an insitu structure indicator for EPR experiments.
Based on the orientation dependence of T m we predict the decoherence decay profile of γ-irradiated polycrystalline MA as a simple and expedient arithmetic average over the Fibonacci grid of sample orientations. Furthermore the nuclear spin bath model calculation using a plastic crystal geometry predicts that amorphorization of polycrystalline MA would reduce T m considerably. This effect is successfully observed experimentally by comparing Hahn echo signal time decay of γ-irradiated polycrystalline MA and amorphous MA. The latter is produced for the first time by mechanical milling.
Positive outcomes of this work convinces us to view embedded electron spin decoherence as a new type of characterization tool for matrix material structure. We expect the technique developed in this work, in particular the profiling of T m distribution by nuclear spin bath model, will be applied fruitfully in future (EPR) studies on material structures and/or structure transitions. 
